
A
s the sleek Laguna
estate tucked into
the roundabout
and accelerated
out along the dual

carriageway with a twitter of
excitement from its low-profile
Continentals, it was easy to
understand why many owners
are quite happy enough with
the performance delivered by
the free-revving and superbly
flexible 1.9-litre dCi
turbodiesel engine in its
standard 120-horse form.

Boot it away from the lights
and the dCi engine delivers a
steady stream of power from
just over idle, revving freely
and seamlessly all the way to
the 4,750rpm redline. Two
quick gearshifts and our
stopwatch recorded 60mph
whirling up in 10.6 seconds,
not at all bad for a five-door
family estate. We normally
also measure the time a car
takes to get from 30-50mph in
fourth gear, and from 50-
70mph in fifth, as an

indication of the engine’s
flexibility and the car’s
overtaking response. This
Laguna boasts the six-speed
manual transmission, but since
the sixth is a tall overdrive,
fourth and fifth are quite high
ratios anyway. In fourth,
accelerating from 30mph had
the engine labouring from just
over 1,300rpm, but even so the
strong low-down performance
had 50mph showing in just 6.6
seconds. In fifth 50mph arrives
at an easier 1700rpm, pulling
on to 2,400 at 70mph, neatly
straddling the 2000rpm torque
peak so the 10.0-second time is
a good one. But since these
times give a measure only of
the engine’s low-rev behaviour,
we timed the 30-70mph dash
in third gear, which takes in
virtually the entire working
rev range from just under
2,000rpm to just short of the
red line, in a nippy 10.8
seconds. 

But there are always some
who crave more raw power,

who’d like to see the Laguna
outpacing its mainstream
higher-power turbodiesel rivals
rather than merely staying
with them.

At the Superchips base near
Buckingham it took just a
matter of minutes to access the
Laguna’s diagnostic port,
tucked away behind the
ashtray low in the center
console. A laptop plugged in by
a technician read the engine’s
fuelling programme and stored
it on a “Customer Key”
microchip. Minutes later the
enhanced Superchips
programme was replacing the
original in the engine
management computer, and
they hadn’t even had to open
the bonnet. The “Customer
Key” is a backup storing the
engine’s original programme, it
stays with the car’s owner, who
can use it to have the engine’s
characteristics returned to
normal at any time.

A quick run on the rolling
road dynamometer revealed

how the enhanced programme
improves the car’s
performance. Before the
reprogramming the Renault
had developed 122bhp and 205
lb ft of torque, pretty much in
keeping with the claimed
figure of 120bhp and 199lb ft
for the 1.9 dCi engine in
standard tune. But with the
Superchips program in place
the output shot up to 144bhp,
torque rising to a hefty 
236 lb ft.

The torque and power curves
plotted by the dynamometer
show little real improvement
below the 1,700rpm mark,
understandable since the
engine already works very well
in this region where so many
turbodiesels have a distinct
performance hollow. But from
there on the power surges
significantly, peaking at around
2,700rpm but staying much
higher than the original all the
way to the red line.

Out on the open road the
improvement was immediately
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apparent, showing up in more
eager mid-range acceleration
and easier high-gear cruising. A
quick blast through that same
roundabout revealed that the
Laguna’s suspension is well able
to handle the extra power, since
it gripped well through the
curve with very little additional
complaint from the 45-section
Contis. But to record the extent
of the enhancement to the car’s
performance we brought the
stopwatch back into action. The
result was impressive all round
– more than a second off the 0-
60mph getaway time, two full
seconds off the 30-70mph time
in third gear, a second and a
half quicker from 50-70mph in
fifth. The 30-50mph time in
fourth improved by a “mere”
half second, since at this lowly
part of the engine’s rev range
the Superchip enhancement is
only beginning to have its effect
– but even a half-second
improvement in this high-
gear acceleration is worth
shouting about.

The improvement recorded on
this modern Renault engine is
particularly impressive when

you consider that its state-of-
the-art, common-rail high-
pressure injection system has
already stretched internal
combustion technology to new
heights of efficiency in the
search for improved
consumption and clean exhaust
emissions. But performance
improvements like the
Superchips enhancement are
possible because manufacturers
always tune some slack into the
system to allow for poor
servicing or low quality fuels.
The Superchips approach
doesn’t simply pour on more
fuel, the original programme is
examined in detail and
enhancements added only where
they’ll result in an improvement
without destroying efficiency or
increasing exhaust emissions to
an unacceptable degree. The
result is usually a big increase
in torque over much of the rev
range, frequently in the region
of a 30 per cent improvement in
the peak figure. 

And while for most the
attraction of the torque boost is
quicker acceleration and
smarter, safer overtaking

response, there’s an unexpected
benefit that appeals to many
others. Since the bigger torque
output usually allows the car to
pull more effectively in higher
gears, there’s less need to
change down to maintain speed
whether dodging traffic in the
city or cruising the highway –
and less low-gear work
automatically adds up to an
improvement in fuel
consumption. Naturally driving
the car hard all the time to
enjoy the better performance
won’t save any fuel, but when
driven normally there’s often a
consumption improvement of
up to 5 per cent.

The Renault 1.9 dCi engine –
whether in 120bhp or its milder
100bhp form – is just one of a
broad range of modern
turbodiesels that can benefit
from a Superchips torque boost.
Some installations still require
the original programme chip to
be physically removed from the
engine management computer
to be replaced by an enhanced
version, but more and more
cars – as in the case of the
Renault Laguna – can be

retuned simply by feeding the
new data through the
diagnostic port using the
Superchips serial
reprogramming technique.
Latest Superchips development
is the Bluefin range of
upgrades for Ford turbodiesels,
an even easier upgrade which
can be done on a DIY basis –
the car’s owner simply plugs
the Bluefin device into his own
car’s diagnostic port to load the
revised programme, an
additional advantage being that
the same device can be used to
return the car to normal at any
time, for instance when teenage
son gets to drive it. Whichever
type of upgrade is involved, the
price, including fitting and
VAT, works out at £512, and
it’s available from any of the
many Superchips agents
nationwide. To find out if your
car is in line for extra power,
and to view the power and
torque curves showing the
detailed improvement in output
on a broad range of engines,
check the Superchips 
website at
www.superchips.co.uk.
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